Abstract Previous papers have quantitatively indicated that the total movement of cement bonded particleboard (CBPB) is equal to the sum of the movement of its components. This paper examined the efficacy of the law of mixtures when applied to the movement of a wood-cement composite under internal swelling or shrinkage stresses. Abundant data generated in companion papers were first manipulated to develop the universal formulae for predicting the movement of components. In conjunction with previous numerical results from image analysis of the structure of CBPB, and the orientated elasticity and stress algorithms, the models for theoretically predicting mass and dimensional changes of CBPB were derived. Validation studies were conducted and these demonstrated an excellent agreement of the theoretical predictions with experimental data for both mass and dimensional changes of CBPB due to internal swelling or shrinkage stresses during adsorption and desorption. The success also implied that CBPB can be treated as a composite and its properties can be well derived by the law of mixtures even though CBPB is an unusual type of composite having a very high volume fraction of wood chips, but a very high mass fraction of cement paste.
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Introduction
Cement bonded particleboard (CBPB) is viewed as a composite material or mixture comprising two phases: cement paste and wood chips. Now that the work on the behaviour of CBPB and its components over the various conditions has indicated the additive behaviour between CBPB and its components (Fan et al. 1999a (Fan et al. , 1999b (Fan et al. , 1999c (Fan et al. , 2004 , the next task is to characterise quantitatively the material behaviour of CBPB based on these two constituents, possibly using the law of mixtures. The mixture theory has been applied to various composites to predict their mechanical properties, e.g., concrete (Ortiz 1985) , organic wood based panels (Hoover et al. 1992; Poblete 1992; Mundy et al. 1996) , and fibre reinforced cement mortar (Pakotiprapha et al. 1974; Nathan et al. 1977) ; it was also found to be applicable to assess wave propagation (Benveniste and Aboudi 1976) . In the application of the law, a certain number of assumptions are made, and mathematical models are basically derived from Hooke's Law using one, or a combination, of three geometrical arrangements of two-phase models. For a short fibre composite under external loading, two factors are concerned-the orientation and length of the fibres. The stress in the fibre varies along the length of the fibre, being zero at the fibre ends and building up to a maximum value at the centre of the fibre as a result of shear at the fibre/matrix interface (Pakotiprapha et al. 1974) . The behaviour of this short fibre composite cannot be described, unlike a unidirectional long fibre composite, and correction factors must be introduced to account for the stress distribution and changing orientation of the fibres (Broutman and Krock 1967; Cox 1952) .
In this paper, data generated in previous papers (Fan et al. 1999a (Fan et al. , 1999c ) were manipulated to develop universal formulae to predict the behaviour of the dissected chips and cement paste over various conditions. By applying the law of mixtures and treating the wood chips as ''fibre'' and the cement paste as ''matrix'', explicit expressions for predicting the dimensional and mass changes of CBPB were derived from these universal formulae, together with the numerical results of image analysis (Fan et al. 1999c) . Experimentally determined and predicted values have been compared in order to verify first the validity of the developed mathematical expressions, and second that CBPB could be treated as a composite and that the law of mixtures was applicable. It is hoped that the availability of analytical expressions for predicting mass and dimensional changes of CBPB will lead to a better understanding of the behaviour of CBPB and encourage its use under appropriate conditions.
Theoretical considerations Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in predicting the stress-strain relation of the CBPB:
1. All the chips are straight and have identical mechanical properties. 2. The length direction of the wood chips is in the longitudinal direction of wood. 3. The radial and tangential directions of the wood chips are uniformly orientated through 360°and the mean values of radial and tangential properties represent the overall transverse properties. 4. The wood chips are uniformly distributed with equal probabilities of orientation in the length and width direction of CBPB and can be represented by an equivalent volume or effective number of wood chips. This assumption was proved by the results of image analysis (Fan et al. 2000) . 5. The strain between the wood chips and cement paste matrix is compatible.
According to the law of mixtures, it can be proposed that volume fractions should be used in the determination of mechanical properties and volume changes, and mass fractions in the determination of mass change. Both fractions could be applied in density calculations, but by virtue of the unnatural compressed condition of cement paste and wood chips in CBPB it is more reasonable to employ the mass fraction.
Density prediction
An equation for the density of CBPB was developed by applying the law of mixtures:
-Case 1, by using volume fraction. The density of CBPB is
-Case 2, by using mass fraction. The density of CBPB can be calculated as:
In the equations, k denotes p or w representing cement paste or wood chips.
Mass change prediction
Applying the law of mixtures, the change in mass of CBPB during sorption can be expressed as:
On adsorption, a coefficient should be included to account for the overlap condensation on the cement paste within the dissected chips. The ''correction coefficient'' is approximately equal to the ratio of mass change of dissected chips on desorption to that on adsorption, assuming similar behaviour in the adsorption and desorption of wood under normal environment. In this study the value was calculated to be about 0.66.
Predicting dimensional changes by using values relating to their constituents
When CBPB is subjected to changing environments, it is the swelling or shrinking stresses which produce dimensional (volume) changes. This sharply departs from most theories proposed to date, which consider performance of composites as relating to externally applied stresses. It is necessary to devise an appropriate law for dimensional changes due to internal stresses by considering the relationship of stresses between the wood chip and cement paste, the nature of cement paste and wood chips, and the structure of CBPB.
The overall stresses of CBPB due to sorption is:
The a in the equation is related to the orientation of the wood chips, and
In the literature, three models have been used for predicting the property of two-phase materials (e.g., Illston et al. 1979) . The model with the aggregate set within the cement paste appeared to be appropriate for the present study in view of the type of stresses due to moisture change, and the structure of CBPB (Fan et al. 1999b) , and this was selected.
Assuming the compatibility of strain in the wood chip and cement paste and by applying Hooke's Law the dimensional change of CBPB can be given as:
Substituting r cpa with Eq. 4, r p with Eq. 5, and with DL(T), the dimensional change of CBPB can be calculated as:
E wa and r wa depend upon the orientation of the wood chips (the angle between the grain of the wood chips and the surfaces or edges of CBPB). E wa can be calculated by transforming the stress or strains from the rotated to the principal axes.
Image analysis showed that almost all chips lie flat in the CBPB (Fan et al. 1999c) . The effective angle between wood chips and the horizontal surface is 10.7°. Thus, for the thickness direction of CBPB, u=79.3°.
However, the effect of orientation of wood chips on the change in plane rotation of CBPB should be very similar due to the random distribution of wood chips in the horizontal surfaces (Fan et al. 2000) . The mean effective angle cannot directly be used. E wa should be produced by integration, h ranging from 0 to p/2 radians.
The Hankinson Formula was introduced to calculate the r wa . Therefore, 
As for the moduli of elasticity, so the modelling of length/width changes, r wh should be integrated:
E L E RT e wl e wT E L e wl sin n hþE RT e wT cos n h dh R p 2 0 dh ð11Þ
Numerical tests
A general theory of the behaviour of CBPB during sorption has been outlined which would appear to exhibit considerable potential as a basis for a numerically systematic explanation of the observed material behaviour due to swelling or shrinkage stresses. To fulfil the objectives completely, it remains to check first, the ability of the theory to reproduce the available data and second, the suitability of the model for use in computation.
Properties of wood chips and cement paste used in CBPB
The properties of wood were taken from previous data (Dinwoodie 1981) in view of the identical wood species (Sitka spruce). It has been found that the elasticity of wood increases by 1.5%/unit percent decrease in its moisture content (MC) within the range of moisture content 6 and 20% (Gerhards 1982) ; the values at moisture content of 12% were converted to those at moisture contents 8.53% and 19.59% corresponding to the moisture content measured on exposure of CBPB to 35% and 90%RH (Table 1) The elasticity of laboratory cement paste was measured. The mean value is 21,200 N/mm 2 .
Mass and dimensional change of dissected chips and of laboratory cement paste under a single change in RH
Only changes in mass and dimensions of dissected chips and laboratory cement paste in moving from 35 to 90% or from 90 to 35%RH (Fan et al. 1999a (Fan et al. , 1999c were predicted in order to obtain the universal formulae for modelling CBPB as a composite in a later section. As qualitatively discussed in previous papers (Fan et al. 1999a (Fan et al. , 1999c , the trend of changes in dissected chips and laboratory cement paste, whether in mass or in dimensions, was similar to those of CBPB (Fan et al. 2000) . A similar procedure to that used in the prediction for CBPB to develop universal formulae was followed. A summary of the models for the changes in mass and dimensions of dissected chips and laboratory cement paste is:
The coefficients of the mathematical equation are given in Table 2 . Experimentally determined and calculated changes are presented in Fig. 1 for the mass and length changes of cement paste, and in Fig. 2 for the mass and dimensional changes of dissected chips.
Mass and volumetric fractions of wood chips and cement paste in CBPB
It is known that the CBPB tested was made using 65% cement paste and 35% wood chips (by mass). Therefore, the mass fractions of the components in unit mass of the CBPB can be calculated (Table 3) .
Using the relationship between mass, density and volume, the volume of the cement paste and wood chips in unit mass of the CBPB can be calculated, and thus the volume fractions of components are determined (Table 3) .
Comparison of predicted density of CBPB with experimental values
Using Eqs. 1 and 2, densities of CBPB are calculated and summarised in Table 4 .
It is apparent that the densities predicted using the mass fractions were in good agreement with experimental data. The deviation between the values predicted and measured was only about 2%, 3% and 6% at 35%RH, 65%RH and 90%RH respectively. However, the deviations predicted by using the volume fraction range from 38.8 to 50.1%. This confirms that the mass fraction should be chosen in the application of the law of mixtures.
Application of the law of mixtures for mass change of CBPB
To evaluate the efficacy of the law of mixtures for mass change of CBPB, changes in the mass of CBPB on moving from 35 to 90%RH and from 90 to 35%RH were predicted by using Eq. 3. The theoretically predicted and experimentally determined values are compared and plotted in Fig. 3A . As may be seen, mass increase and decrease were correctly predicted, the model accurately captured the relevant features of the response. The higher values predicted in the early stages were due to the size effect on the values arising from wood chip and cement paste. (Particles of wood chips and cement paste have higher exposed surfaces compared to CBPB in unit volume.) The lower values predicted at later stage was due probably to a further hydration or higher carbonation of laboratory cement paste in terms of its shorter storage period prior to the test.
Application of the law of mixtures for dimensional change of CBPB
The final set of comparisons concerns the dimensional changes of CBPB. Eqs. 7-11 were used to compare the theoretically predicted and experimental results. In the prediction of length change, stress relief was considered in view of results obtained from image analysis in previous paper of this series (Fan et al. 1999b) , and a 0.5 coefficient was also included to account for the random distribution of wood chips in two directions (Illston et al. 1994) . The theoretically predicted and experimentally determined values are illustrated in Figs. 3B and 3C. The close agreement between the experimentally determined and theoretically predicted values further validates the proposed models.
A comparison of the predictions of thickness with those of length shows a slight higher correlation for thickness change than for length change. This may be attributable to a difference between the assumption (ideally random) and reality of the distribution of the wood chips in the plane of CBPB. Once again, there existed a higher deviation under desorption compared to adsorption due probably to further hydration or higher carbonation of laboratory cement paste.
Conclusions
1.
It has been shown in this paper how the law of mixtures can be successfully applied to the constitutive behaviour of CBPB due to swelling and shrinkage stresses. This is a novel application of the law to this material. The approach gives a simplified method for theoretically predicting mass and dimensional changes of CBPB and a physical interpretation of the mechanism of the movement of CBPB. Numerical tests demonstrated good agreement of the predictions using the law of mixtures with experimental data. 2. The success of the results also indicated that the properties of CBPB are directly related to the structure of CBPB (size distribution and orientation of chips, and percentage occupied by components). Thus, the product can be not only controlled by the percentage of components, but also by the placement of wood chips. Fig. 3A-C. Theoretically predicted and experimental changes in mass A, length B, and thickness C of CBPB on both adsorption and desorption 3. Mass fraction was more applicable for the prediction of mass and density, while volume fraction was more applicable for the dimension prediction, showing that in using the law of mixtures, the most closely related fraction should be chosen. 4. In using the values for the constituents in the models, caution must be exercised to make allowances where one material is integrated with another, e.g., when the cement paste is within the dissected wood chips. 5. The values of change predicted theoretically for early stages were higher than those determined experimentally, reflecting a size effect of the composite constituents. 6. The correlation between theoretical prediction and experimental determination was very high for mass and dimensional changes. Slightly higher deviation for length changes compared to thickness changes suggested that the accurate prediction of the distribution of the wood chips within CBPB is vital when applying models to the behaviour of CBPB.
